Let R be a ring with involution. An additive mapping T : R → R is called a left * -centralizer (resp. Jordan left * -centralizer) if T (xy) = T (x)y * (resp. T (x 2 ) = T (x)x * ) holds for all x, y ∈ R, and a reverse left * -centralizer if T (xy) = T (y)x * holds for all x, y ∈ R. The purpose of this paper is to solve some functional equations involving Jordan left * -centralizers on some appropriate subsets of prime and semiprime rings with involution. In particular, we prove the following result: Let R be a 2-torsion free noncommutative semiprime ring with involution, I be a * -closed ideal of R, and let S, T : R → R be Jordan left * -centralizers satisfying the relation [S(x), T (x)]S(x)−S(x)[S(x), T (x)] = 0 for all x ∈ I. Then [S(x), T (x)] = 0 for all x ∈ I. Moreover, if R is a prime ring and S = 0
Introduction
Throughout, R will represent an associative ring with the centre Z(R). We shall denote by C the extended centroid of a prime ring R and Q r (R) is Martindale right ring of quotients. For the explanation of C and Q r (R) we refer the reader to [10] . Given an integer n ≥ 2, a ring R is said to be n-torsion free, if for x ∈ R, nx = 0 implies x = 0. As usual [x, y] and x • y will denote the commutator xy − yx and anti-commutator xy + yx, respectively. We shall do a great deal of calculations with commutators and anti-commutators and routinely using the following basic identities: For all x, y, z ∈ R, we have [ * on a ring R is said to be an involution if (xy) * = y * x * and (x * ) * = x holds for x, y ∈ R. A ring equipped with an involution is called a ring with involution or * -ring. Recall that R is a prime if for a, b ∈ R, aRb = (0) implies a = 0 or b = 0, and is semiprime in case aRa = (0) implies a = 0. An ideal I of R is called * -closed if I * = I. Following [14] , an additive mapping T : R → R is called a left centralizer in case T (xy) = T (x)y holds for all x, y ∈ R. For a semiprime ring R, all left centralizers are of the form T (x) = qx for all x ∈ R, where q is an element of Martindale right ring of quotients Q r of R (see [[6] , Chapter 2] for details). In case R has an identity element, then T : R → R is a left centralizer if and only if T is of the form T (x) = ax for all x ∈ R and some fixed element a ∈ R. The definition of a right centralizer should be self-explanatory. An additive mapping T is called a two-sided centralizer in case T : R → R is a left and a right centralizer. In case T : R → R is a two-sided centralizer, where R is a semiprime ring with extended centroid C, then there exists an element λ ∈ C such that T (x) = λx for all x ∈ R (viz.; [[6] , Theorem 2.3.2]). An additive mapping T : R → R is called a Jordan left centralizer if T (x 2 ) = T (x)x holds for all x ∈ R. In [7] , Bresar and Zalar proved that every Jordan left centralizer on a prime ring is a left centralizer. Further, Zalar [14] extended this result for semiprime ring of characteristic different from two. Some more related results on centralizers in rings and algebras can be found in [4] , [7] , [8] , [11] and [13] , where further references can be looked.
Let R be a ring with involution. According to [4] , an additive mapping T : R → R is said to be a left * -centralizer (resp. reverse left * -centralizer) if T (xy) = T (x)y * (resp. T (xy) = T (y)x * ) holds for all x, y ∈ R. An additive mapping T : R → R is called a Jordan left * -centralizer in case T (x 2 ) = T (x)x * holds for all x ∈ R. The definition of a right * -centralizer and Jordan right * -centralizer should be selfexplanatory. For some fixed element a ∈ R, the map x → ax * is a Jordan left * -centralizer and the map x → x * a is a Jordan right * -centralizer on R. Obviously, every reverse left * -centralizer on a ring R is a Jordan left * -centralizer, but the converse need not be true in general. In [3] , it was shown that on a 2-torsion free semiprime ring with involution every Jordan left * -centralizer is a reverse left * -centralizer.
In [12] , Vukman proved that if R is a noncommutative 2-torsion free semiprime ring and S, T : R → R are left centralizers. Suppose that [S(x), T (x)]S(x) + S(x)[S(x), T (x)] = 0 holds for all x ∈ R. In this case, we have [S(x), T (x)] = 0 for all x ∈ R. In case R is a prime ring and S = 0 (T = 0), then there exist λ ∈ C such that T = λS (S = λT ). In the year 2014, Ali et al. [3] studied similar types of problems in the setting of rings with involution. In fact, they proved the following result: Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring with involution and S, T :
In this case, we have [S(x), T (x)] = 0 for all x ∈ R. Moreover, if R is a prime ring and S = 0 (T = 0), then there exist λ ∈ C such that T = λS (S = λT ). Very recently, Ali and Khan [1] extended the above mentioned result for * -closed ideals of semiprime rings with involution. Motivated by the above mentioned study, we prove the following theorem:
Main Theorem. Let R be a noncommutative 2-torsion free semiprime ring with involution and I be a * -closed ideal of R. Let S, T : R −→ R be Jordan left * -centralizers satisfying the relation
for all x ∈ I. Then [S(x), T (x)] = 0 for all x ∈ I. Moreover, if R is a prime ring and S = 0 (T = 0), then there exists λ ∈ C such that T = λS (S = λT ).
Following are immediate consequences of the above theorem.
Corollary 1.1. Let R be a noncommutative 2-torsion free semiprime with and I be a * -closed ideal of R. Let T : R −→ R be a Jordan left * -centralizer satisfying the relation [T (x),
In this case, T is a reverse left * -centralizer.
for all x ∈ I. This implies that T (x 2 ) = T (x)x * = x * T (x) for all x ∈ I. In view of Lemma 1.4, we get the required result. This proves the corollary. Corollary 1.2. Let R be a noncommutative 2-torsion free semiprime ring with involution. Let T : R → R be a Jordan left * -centralizer satisfying the relation
Proof. In view of Corollary 1.1, we conclude that T is a reverse left * -centralizer i.e., T (xy) = T (y)x * for all x, y ∈ R. Hence, by [2, Proposition 2] we are force to conclude that T is of the form T (x) = qx * for all x ∈ R, where q ∈ Q r (R).
Similarly, we can prove the following result: Corollary 1.3. Let R be a noncommutative 2-torsion free semiprime ring with involution. Let S : R → R be a Jordan left * -centralizer satisfying the relation [S(x), x * ]S(x) − S(x)[x * , S(x)] = 0 for all x ∈ R. Then there exists q ∈ Q r (R) such that S(x) = qx * for all x ∈ R.
In order to prove our main theorem we need the following results.
Lemma 1.4. [1, Proposition 1.3] Let R be a prime ring with involution such that char(R) = 2 and I be a * -closed ideal of R. If T : R → R is an additive mapping satisfies T (x 2 ) = T (x)x * for all x ∈ I. Then, T is a reverse left * -centralizer that is, T (xy) = T (y)x * for all x, y ∈ I. for all x ∈ I. Substituting x + y for x in (1.1), we obtain
= [S(x), T (x)]S(y) + [S(x), T (y)]S(x) + [S(x), T (y)]S(y) (1.2) +[S(y), T (x)]S(x) + [S(y), T (x)]S(y) + [S(y), T (y)]S(x) −S(y)[S(x), T (x)] − S(x)[S(x), T (y)] − S(y)[S(x), T (y)] −S(x)[S(y), T (x)] − S(y)[S(y), T (x)] − S(x)[S(y), T (y)]
for all x, y ∈ I. Replacing x by −x in (1.2), we get
= [S(x), T (x)]S(y) + [S(x), T (y)]S(x) − [S(x), T (y)]S(y) (1.3) +[S(y), T (x)]S(x) − [S(y), T (x)]S(y) − [S(y), T (y)]S(x) −S(y)[S(x), T (x)] − S(x)[S(x), T (y)] + S(y)[S(x), T (y)] −S(x)[S(y), T (x)] + S(y)[S(y), T (x)] + S(x)[S(y), T (y)]
for all x, y ∈ I. In view of (1.2) and (1.3), we get
for all x, y ∈ I. Since R is 2-torsion free, the above expression reduces to
= [S(x), T (x)]S(y) + [S(x), T (y)]S(x) + [S(y), T (x)]S(x) (1.4) −S(y)[S(x), T (x)] − S(x)[S(x), T (y)] − S(x)[S(y), T (x)]
for all x, y ∈ I. Replacing yx for y in (1.4) , we obtain
for all x, y ∈ I. In view of (1.1), we get
for all x, y ∈ I. Replacing S(x) * y for y in (1.6), we obtain
for all x, y ∈ I. In view of (1.6) and (1.7), we conclude that
for all x, y ∈ I. Replacing yT (x) * for y in the above relation, we obtain
for all x, y ∈ I. On the other hand, left multiplication of (1.8) by T (x) gives
for all x, y ∈ I. On comparing (1.9) and (1.10), we obtain
for all x, y ∈ I. In view of the hypothesis, the above expression reduces to
for all x, y ∈ I. Multiplying (1.11) by S(x) from left to get
for all x, y ∈ I. On the other hand, substituting y[S(x), T (x)] * for y in (1.8), we get
for all x, y ∈ I. Combining (1.12) and (1.13), we obtain
(1.14)
In view of (1.12), we have
Using (1.1), we get
Since R is semiprime, so is I, this forces that
for all x ∈ I. In view of (1.15) and (1.1), we get
for all x ∈ I. Replacing x by x + y in (1.16) and using the same techniques as we used to obtain (1.4) from (1.1), we get
for all x, y ∈ I. Replacing y by yx in (1.17), we obtain
for all x, y ∈ I. In view of (1.15), we get
for all x, y ∈ I. Above expression can be further written as
for all x, y ∈ I. Application of (1.15) forces that for all x, y ∈ I. That is, [S(x), T (x)]I[S(x), T (x)] = (0) for all x ∈ I. The semiprimeness of R yields that [S(x), T (x)] = 0 for all x ∈ I. If R is prime, then in view of Lemma 1.5 we get the required result. Thereby the proof of theorem is completed. 2
